12. SLIEVE FELIM WAY
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Stretching from Murroe in County Limerick to Silvermines Village in County Tipperary, a total distance of
approximately 44km, the Slieve Felim Way takes you into the very heart of beautiful, rural countryside. The Way
provides walkers with a series of stunning views from different mountains along the route. The total aggregate
ascent over the route is less than 900m, and there are no significant climbs. Commencing with the Slieve Felim
range to the south, valleys and hills run east-west in the general area. The 2,279 ft (694m)-high Keeper Hill –
the highest mountain in the Shannon Region – comes into view as you move northwards through the Mauher
Slieve Hills, which predominately lie to the east of the walk. The northern section is dominated by the renowned
Silvermines Mountains and presents stunning views of Lough Derg and beyond. From different vantage points
along the way, views of 4 counties are possible – Tipperary, Limerick , Clare, and Offaly – and you can also see
sections of the lordly River Shannon as it winds its way to the sea.
Nature Loop
Although the trail is signposted in either direction, it is generally agreed that the starting point from Murroe2kmand
Easy
walking towards Silvermines offers the most rewarding experience.
Ascent 30m

Woodland paths
Clare Glens Loop
4km
The Slieve Felim Way is best accessed at one of three key trailheads, which provide information map boards
Easyand
Ascent 60m
car parking. These are located reasonably close to other services and facilities, such as shops, accommodation,
Woodland paths

Directions to the Slieve Felim Way Trailheads

restaurants and public transport. The trailheads are located as follows:
Trailhead 1 – Murroe
The village of Murroe, in County Limerick, is approximately 16km from Limerick City on the R506 route. A detailed
map board is located at the start point in the centre of the village.
Trailhead 2 – Toor
Toor Village is located a distance of 6.5km north from Tooreenbrien Bridge off the R503. At Toor Village, turn right
and travel almost 1km along the public roadway to the handball alley, and turn left onto the trail again.
Trailhead 3 - Silvermines
Silvermines is located on the R499, off the M7 from Limerick to Nenagh, where the Slieve Felim Way finishes at
the car park near the Church.

14. LOUGH DERG WAY

Trailhead: Clare Glens Amenity
Area, North Tipperary

The Lough Derg Way is a spectacular linear route that stretches from Limerick City, to Killaloe/Ballina (26km)
and from Killaloe/Ballina to Dromineer (43km). The route is located along the banks of the River Shannon, the
old Shannon navigational canal and the eastern shores of Lough Derg. The terrain is a mix of riverbank, canal
bank, forest track, open countryside, old roadway and minor road. The Lough Derg Way explores some of the
fascinating heritage of the old Limerick Navigation system and showcases some of the finest scenery around
Lough Derg.

Services: Murroe (5km)
Distance/Time: Nature Loop
(Green Arrows) 2km / 30mins 1hr Glen Loop (Purple Arrows)
4km / 1-1hr 30mins

Directions to the Lough Derg Way Trailheads

Difficulty: Easy
To Suit: Medium level of
fitness
Minimum Gear: Sturdy
walking boots, waterproofs,
rucksack, fluid, snacks, mobile
phone
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Trailheads: Murroe, Toor and
Silvermines

A Shannon Development Initiative in association with Cantata

Services: Murroe, Newport, Toor,
Rearcross and Silvermines

11. DEVIL’S BIT LOOP

Distance: Approximately 44km, long
distance walking trail
Time: Approximately 2 days
Difficulty: Moderate to difficult
Terrain: The Way follows a mix of
forest road, pathway and grassy track,
with a steep climb to pass above
Silvermines

Directions to trailhead

1
2

Be Prepared

Ensure you have the fitness, equipment and
time needed for the loop you choose. Check the
weather forecast and be prepared for changing
weather conditions.

Be Considerate of Other People
Park appropriately -do not block entrance to
other cars.
Respect people you meet and keep noise to a
minimum. Do not damage property.

3

Respect Farm Animals and Wildlife
Keep dogs under close control.
Avoid disturbing wild animals and birds and
do not feed them. Remain at a safe distance
from farm animals.

4

Protect the Trail from Erosion
Travel in small groups and walk in single file
on wet or eroded sectlons.

5

Leave What You Find
Leave gates as you find them.
Do not damage structures, artifacts or monuments.
Leave rocks, plants, animals and habitats as
you find them.

6

Dispose of Waste Property
Take home ALL litter and leftover food - If You
Bring It In, Take It Out!

7

Minimise the Effects of Fire
Do not light fires and if you smoke, take used
matches and cigarette butts home with you.

Useful Links
www.cantata2.ie
www.ShannonRegionTrails.ie
www.coillteoutdoors.ie
www.shannondevelopment.ie
www.discoverireland.ie/Places-To-Go/Lakelands
www.tipperary.com
www.clare.ie
www.discoverireland.ie/tipperary

Note: As this is a linear point-to-point
walk, this may require a car pick up to
be organised at the finish point

Tipperary is situated in
the centre of Ireland
and bounded by lakes,
mountains and rivers.
The breathtaking
scenic views of open
countryside and rolling
hills down to Lough
Derg are best enjoyed
on our walking trails.
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13. CLARE GLENS LOOP WALKS
The Clare Glens is a wooded area along the banks of the Clare River, which separates counties Limerick
and Tipperary. The scenery is breathtaking, with wild dense forest combined with the calm rushing of
the crystal clear waters. The Glens consist of a picturesque red sandstone gorge through which the
Clare River flows and displays numerous waterfalls.

Directions to trailhead

Start from the village of Murroe (Moroe) on the R506 between Limerick City and Cappamore. (Take Exit
28 from the M7 Motroway). Follow the signs for Clare Glens which take you north out of Murroe. Follow
this road for approximately 5km to reach the trailhead at a car parking area on your left. Both loops
start and finish here. [Note: The trailhead is signposted from Murroe].
A-B. Leaving the trailhead both loops enter the glens via a metal kissing gate at the left of the bridge
over the Clare River. Turn left onto a narrow trail following the purple (and green) arrows - the green
arrows are for the shorter Nature Loop. The loop gains ground away from the river and stays to ‘upper’
paths to pass a stone footbridge, before veering right and downhill to reach the riverbank at a wooden
footbridge. The Nature Loop turns right here, crosses the Clare River via a wooden footbridge and
returns to the trailhead.
The Glen Loop proceeds straight ahead.
B-C. The longer Glen Loop takes the walker uphill again and follows woodland paths through mature
woodlands to reach another footbridge near the Clare Falls. This footbridge marks the farthest point of
the loop. Cross the bridge (passing from County Tipperary into County Limerick!) and turn right.
C-D. Continue to follow the purple arrows along a sandy woodland path to reach a path joining from
your right. Here you rejoin the Nature Loop (green arrows).
D-A. Continue to follow the sandy path along your return to the trailhead.

Distance: Approximately a 69km long-distance
walking trail
Time: Approximately 2 to 2½ days. Each
section could be comfortably walked in
approximately half a day
Difficulty: Moderate to difficult
Terrain: The Way rises to an altitude of 417m
at Tountinna, in the Arra Mountains, between
Killaloe/Ballina and Garrykennedy
To Suit: People of medium levels of fitness
or higher
Minimum Gear: Sturdy walking boots,
waterproofs. Rucksack, fluid, snacks and mobile
phone
Notes: As this is a linear point-to-point walk,
this may require a car pick up to be organised
at the finish points. Detailed sectional maps of
the route are available to download from www.
ShannonRegionTrails.ie
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A haven for heritage, Tipperary boasts some of Ireland’s most
famous historical monuments and castles. Tipperary is Ireland’s
Golden Vale, its rich pastureland offering up a range of local
produce from artisan cheeses to black pudding and preserves.
Walk through unspoilt hillsides and visit country pubs and cafés.
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1
LINEAR WALK SLÍ EALA

2
GRAVES OF THE
LEINSTERMEN LOOP

Immerse yourself in the mythology and history of our glens and
vales. The breathtaking scenic views of open countryside and
rolling hills down to Lough Derg are best enjoyed on our walking
trails. Tipperary is home too to some of Ireland’s and the world’s
best known stud farms, Coolmore Stud and Ballydoyle.

11
DEVIL’S BIT LOOP

Ireland’s unique sporting heritage began life in Thurles with the
founding of the Gaelic Athletic Association and today, hurling
and football are still passionately alive in towns and villages
throughout the country. Discover the real Ireland that locals
know and love, in Tipperary you’ve found it!
Walking in Tipperary is a blank canvas - you
pick where to go and decide how to fill
your days and nights. This guide, which
details walks in North Tipperary
and surrounding areas, will
hopefully make this a bit
easier. Use our knowledge
and your instincts and
we’re sure you’ll have a
fantastic walking holiday.
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Leave No Trace on the Loops

Minimum Gear: Sturdy walking
boots, waterproofs. Rucksack, fluid,
snacks and mobile phone

Services: Available at each trailhead

sh

The Shannon Region International Trails Programme is an initiative by Shannon Development to
develop and promote the Shannon Region as a world-class trails destination. Check out www.
ShannonRegionTrails.ie where you can find an abundance of information including GPS data,
directions and detailed maps for lots of great trails, including walking, cycling, mountain biking,
driving, equestrian, canoeing, surfing, scuba diving and more, in Ireland’s Shannon Region - which
covers counties Limerick, Clare, North Tipperary and South West Offaly.

To Suit: Average Fitness, Casual
Walkers

Trailheads: Limerick City, Clonlara, Killaloe/
Ballina, Garrykennedy and Dromineer
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From Templemore, follow the R501 in the direction of Nenagh and Borrisoleigh. After approximately 3km,
there is a right turn signposted for Devil’s Bit. Continue to follow the signs on minor roads until you reach the
trailhead.
A-B. Starting from the car park follow the purple arrow through the kissing gate and onto a sandy laneway.
Continue uphill to reach forestry where you turn left at a kissing gate and, almost immediately, turn right into
forestry. Follow the ‘green track’ uphill to reach the Rock Tower (on your left) and join a forestry road. This is
the point from where the loop ‘proper’ begins - you will return to here later. Ahead of you is a Mass Rock and
shrine, and uphill the white cross that marks the summit of Little Rock. You will get to it later - for now, turn
left.
B-C. Continue to follow the purple arrows along the forestry road, and enjoy the views south to the Galtee
Mountains. As it ascends gently it sweeps right to give you fine views northward into Counties Laois and
Galway. Pass two green tracks and a forestry road (all on your left) before reaching a 3-way junction where
you turn right.
C-B. This section of tree-shaded forestry road takes you uphill before turning left and, after 400m joining
a narrow track which swings around Little Rock. There is a short spur up to the cross - the views from it are
well worth the trip up. The narrow track joins a ‘green’ roadway near a shrine and Mass rock. Turn right and
downhill - and after 60m you rejoin the forestry road at Rock Tower where you started the loop. This time - go
straight across.
B-A. Continue to follow the purple arrows downhill through forestry, turn left at the exit and, almost immediately, turn right onto the sandy farm laneway which takes you back to the trailhead.
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Developing the Shannon Region as a world-class trails destination

Legend has it that not only did the devil take a bite out the mountain, he broke a tooth while doing it –
which now stands as the Rock of Cashel. Locals will tell you that the summit of Devil’s Bit Mountain (478m)
provides views of 8 surrounding counties! The 5km marked loop utilises forest and hillside paths to provide a
pleasant and rewarding hill walk. Although the loop does not ascend the summit, walkers have the option of
taking a short spur to the top should they so wish.

The Lough Derg Way is best accessed at one of five key trailheads, which provide information map boards
and car parking. The trailheads are located reasonably close to other services and facilities, such as shops,
accommodation, restaurants and public transport. The trailheads are located as follows:
Trailhead 1 – Limerick City
Limerick City is located approximately 25km from Shannon Airport and 37km from Ennis. This trailhead is
located at the Limerick City Tourist Information office at Arthur’s Quay in the centre of Limerick City.
Trailhead 2 – Clonlara, Co. Clare
Clonlara is located on the R463, approximately 10km from Limerick City. This trailhead is located in the centre
of the village.
Trailhead 3 – Killaloe, Co. Clare and Ballina, Co. Tipperary
Killaloe-Ballina is located on the R463 and is 28km from Limerick City. There are information mapboards for the
Lough Derg Way on both sides of the river. There is also a Tourist Office located on the Killaloe side.
Trailhead 4 – Garrykennedy, Co. Tipperary
Garrykennedy is located on the shores of Lough Derg, off the R494 near Portroe. The trailhead is located in the
village, adjacent to this very popular harbour and marina.
Trailhead 5 – Dromineer, Co. Tipperary
Dromineer is a renowned sailing and cruising centre on
Lough Derg. The village is located off the N52, on the
R495, approximately 10km from Nenagh.

Terrain: Woodland Paths

LOCH DHOIRE BHILE LOOP

4. KNOCKANROE
WOOD LOOP

2. GRAVES OF THE
LEINSTERMEN LOOP
This loop follows minor roads and laneways to ascend
Tountinna (459m) where breathtaking views of Lough
Derg await. According to tradition, it is here that the men
of Leinster and their King met their deaths at the hands
of High King Brian Boru’s soldiers, around 1000AD. It
appears that the King was on his way to claim the hand of
Brian Boru’s daughter when he was attacked. Brian Boru’s
wife, Gormlaith, was not in favour of the marriage and
unknown to her husband, planned the ambush that led to
their deaths.
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Directions to trailhead

1. SLÍ EALA LINEAR WALK
Slí Eala (the Way of the Swan) is a 10km linear route which follows the banks of the Nenagh River from the
historic lakeside village of Dromineer to Scotts Bridge, just 2.5km from the centre of Nenagh. This tranquil
nature walk passes through an area of natural beauty and rolling countryside. The route is abundant with all
manner of Irish river wildlife, including the Mute Swan, Ireland’s largest indigenous bird, which gives the walk
its name. Note that your journey will take you through working farms, so you may pass grazing cattle, sheep
or horses. Always follow the ‘Farmland Code’.

Directions to trailhead

As it is a linear route, there are two trailheads. The first is located in the centre of Dromineer village. The other
start/finish point is located at Scotts Bridge just 2.5km from Nenagh along the N52 Nenagh-Borrisokane road.
The access point is just before the junction of the N52 and R493 road to Puckaun and Terryglass.
A-B. Starting at Dromineer, take the road south passing the Whiskey Still pub. Caution is advised on the
first section which follows local and regional roads for 3.5km as far as Annaghbeg Bridge. These roads may
be quite busy with traffic, particularly in the summer. After 750m turn left at the water pump and left again
at the intersection of the Dromineer-Nenagh Road. The house at the intersection here was formerly a soup
kitchen during famine times. Continue along the road until you reach the access point for the river bank at
Annaghbeg Bridge.
B-C. Follow the green arrows along the river bank. The mill race and the ruins of Ballyartella Mill are
designated national monuments. Ballyartella Bridge is a fine example of a surviving medieval 5-arch stone
bridge, the present structure dating from around 1720. The area at Ballyartella Bridge provides a picnic area
overlooking the weir and there is a visitor centre and shop at the nearby Hanly Woolen Mills.
C-D. Cross the road at Ballyartella, and pass through the gap beside the ruins of a 16th century tower
house. The final 4km to Scotts Bridge is a peaceful riverside walk which emerges only briefly onto the road
at Clarianna Bridge. The Nenagh River, which rises in the Silvermines Mountains, holds excellent stocks of
brown trout so walkers may pass anglers on this section, but it should be noted that fishing rights belong
to a local club. The walk emerges on a busy national road at Scotts Bridge, and hence walking into Nenagh
from this point would not be recommended.
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From the roundabout in the centre of Ballina village, follow
the R494 in the direction of Portroe. After approximately
4.5Km there is a right turn signposted for the Graves of the
Leinstermen/Millenium Cross. Follow this narrow road uphill
for approximately 2.5km to the Trailhead, bearing left at both
Y-junctions en route. The mapboard marking the Trailhead
will be on your right. The Graves of the Leinstermen is also
well signposted from the village of Portroe.
A-B. To the left of the mapboard, you can walk the few
metres to the standing stones that give the loop walk its
name. These date from about 1500BC and mark a cairn or
burial site. The first section of the Loop Walk follows the narrow country road travelling in a south-westerly
direction with some fine views of Lough Derg to your right. After about 750 metres, turn left.
B-C. After 1.5km you reach a left turn, where a tarred road ascends to the summit at Tountinna. Behind you to
the south west, beyond the twin towns of Killaloe-Ballina, you can see the artificial lake that was created by the
construction of the Ardacrusha Hydroelectric Powerstation in 1929.
C-D. Continue up the tarred road for almost 1.5km when you will reach the junction with the Lough Derg Way.
The Lough Derg Way is a stunning 69km linear walk that starts in Limerick City and follows river banks, canal
paths, country roads and open countryside before reaching Dromineer on the shores of Lough Derg.
D-A. You have now reached
the summit of Tountinna
(459m), meaning the “Hill
of the Wave” which refers
to a tremendous flood that,
according to the ancient Book
of Invasions, drowned all the
first Irish inhabitants except
those survivors who took
refuge on Tountinna. From here
you can drink in some truly
spectacular views of Lough Derg
and its islands. Across the lake
you can see the Slieve Bearnagh
mountains of County Clare. The
stainless steel Millenium Cross
to your right was erected in
2002. This replaced an original
stone cross built in 1932 which
was destroyed by lightning just
a few years after it was built.
Behind you to the north east
are the Slieve Bloom Mountains
in County Offaly. The trail now
leaves the tarred road and
caution is advised along the
steep and winding descent back
to the trailhead.

3. KILCOMMON PILGRIM LOOP
Kilcommon Pilgrim loop is a 7km walk with 100 metres of an ascent. It starts in the village of Kilcommon,
Co. Tipperary and brings you along the old mass path to the lower slopes of Mother Mountain and from
there it will loop back to the village of Kilcommon. It provides beautiful views of the countryside and lots
of fresh hilly air.

Directions to trailhead

The town of Thurles is situated just off the M8 – the main motorway linking the cities of Dublin and Cork.
From Thurles take the R498 in the direction of Nenagh. After only 2km veer left onto the R503 (signposted
Limerick). Follow this road for 18km before turning right onto the R497. Follow the signs for Kilcommon,
and the trailhead is located at the Community Centre in the village. Kilcommon is approximately 26km from
Nenagh via the R497.
A-B. With your back to the Community Centre, turn left and follow the purple arrow along the roadway for
200m to reach a farm laneway on your right. Turn right and follow the laneway downhill to a sharp left bend
- go straight across and continue to follow the purple arrows along the fence to reach the Bilboa River. Cross
the footbridge and follow the edge of forestry to reach the roadway. Turn left here.
B-C. After 300m turn right, cross a stile onto a forestry track and, almost immediately, turn left at a
Y-junction. Follow the forestry track as it swings right, then left, and ascend to reach a left bend where it
climbs a bank to exit onto a forestry road and turn right.
C-D. Follow the forestry road for 1km to reach a Y-junction where the loop veers right. (Experienced
hillwalkers may enjoy the challenge of taking a left here to ascend Motharsliabh (543m) - it’s approximately
a 1hr climb). After 200m watch for a right turn which takes you through a short section of forestry and onto
an old roadway. The roadway descends and takes you onto a surfaced road at a bend. A 200m detour to your
right takes you to a Mass Rock - the main loop continues downhill along the road.
D-A. Descend for 200m before turning right and crossing a stile into a field. Follow the boundary downhill to
exit at a gateway, turn right and immediately, turn left onto a laneway. After 100m turn right across a stream,
turn left and follow the field boundary first to the corner and then along the riverbank to reach a footbridge
on your left. Cross the river, and follow an old roadway for 200m, and a field boundary uphill for 100m to
reach a surfaced road. Turn right and enjoy the last 700m back to the village.

Located in the village of Upperchurch, this loop takes its name from a Robin Hood figure who roamed the hills of
West Tipperary in the 17/18th century. His ancestors were extensive landowners, whose lands were confiscated.
The young Eamonn was sent to France to study for the priesthood but he returned to his native country, and soon
became involved in a fracas with a tax collector and shot him. Forced to go on the run, Eamonn a Chnoic (Ned
of the Hill) became one of a band of rapparees who championed the cause of the poor, dispossessed natives and
harassed the English planters. Many legends are told of these men and their deeds have passed into the folklore
of the area.

to Newport

6. KEEPER HILL TREK AND
BALLYHOURIGAN LOOP
Keeper Hill is situated in the Slieve Felim mountain range, just 15km east of Limerick City. The Gaelic
name for the hill is Sliabh Coimeálta – the mountain of guarding! At a height of 694m, Keeper Hill is the
highest mountain in the Shannon area and the 117th highest in Ireland. The ‘hill’ is wrapped in a forestry
area of 3,300 hectares, and the 300 hectare summit is designated as a National Heritage Area. While the
loop (marked with blue arrows) explores the lower shoulders of Keeper Hill, the ‘hardy’ walker will enjoy
incorporating the ‘trek’ to the summit (the red arrows).
From the M7 Limerick-Dublin motorway, take Exit 28 and follow the R503 to Newport. At the cross in the
centre of Newport village turn left, and continue to follow the Trailhead signs for 8km to reach the trailhead
at Doonane.
A-B. Starting from the car park follow the blue (and red) arrow northward along the laneway. The red arrows
are for the longer trek to the top of Keeper Hill. After almost 2km the loop reaches a crossroads - turn right
here and after 100m enter Ballyhourigan Woods via the metal barrier.
B-C. Ascend along the forestry roadway in the direction of Keeper Hill - after 3km the loop and trek separate
at a 3-way junction. Here you have the choice of turning left and following the red arrows to the top of
Keeper Hill – the return journey will take you 1hr-1hr30mins. The main loop turns right - following the blue
arrow.
C-A. Continue to follow the blue arrows along the forestry roadway. Note that you are also following yellow
arrows which are for the long-distance Slieve Felim Way. The loop sweeps south and descends to the townland of Boolatin - passing en-route a stone sweat house. After 4km you regain the trailhead.

Trailhead: Upperchurch Village,
Co Tipperary
Services: Upperchurch Village
Distance/Time: 8km
Ascent: 150m
Time: 2hrs 30 mins - 3 hours
Difficulty: Moderate
Terrain: Minor roads, old laneways
and fields
To Suit: Suitable for people of
medium level of fitness
Minimum Gear: Sturdy walking
boots, waterproofs. Rucksack, fluid,
snacks and mobile phone.
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D

Map Ref. OS 59 M84 69

The village of Upperchurch is located near Thurles in Co. Tipperary and is twinned with the neighbouring parish
of Drombane for many aspects of life including hurling (a traditional Irish sport played with sticks and ball).
The community has been involved for many years in developing tourism products including hillwalking. The
folklore of the area tells of a Robin Hood figure that roamed the hills of West Tipperary in the 17/18th century
– and was known as Eamonn a Chnoic (Ned of the Hill). This loop explores the area around Birch Hill – which
may in times past have sheltered Eamonn and his ‘Merry Men’!

B

Directions to trailhead

Start from the town of Thurles, Exit 6 from the M8 Motorway from Dublin to Cork. Take the R498 (signposted
Nenagh) for 2.5km to reach a junction with the R503 (signposted Limerick). Follow the R503 for 13km to reach a
crossroads with a stone nameplate Upperchurch. Turn right here and travel 500m – the Community Centre is at
the T-junction as you enter the village.
A-B. Starting facing the Community Centre, follow the tarred road which goes left out of the village. After 300m
you reach the Church Bog project on your right (wooden railings). This is the point at which you will exit the loop
on your return. Continue straight here.
B-C. Follow the tarred road for 500m to reach a stone bridge and a stile on your right. Turn right here, entering
the field, and follow the boundaries of the fields and a series of stiles as you ascend Glenbeg. At the top of the
ascent you join an old roadway. Turn left here.
C-D. Follow the roadway for only 100m before turning right onto an old track and, after 50m cross a stile to join
a ‘green’ laneway. The laneway fizzles as you make your way to the edge of forestry where you turn right.
D-E. Continue along the forestry boundary watching out for the traces of a fulacht fia (a mound of soil with a
slight depression at its centre which acted as a cooking pit in the Bronze Age) on your right. After 500m you join
an old laneway which takes you downhill to reach a tarred road at the side of a house. Turn left here.
E-F. Follow the tarred road for 300m before turning right onto an old laneway. Follow this to the edge of forestry
where the loop crosses a ditch and follows the edge of the plantation. Reaching the corner of a field, the loop
turns sharp right and downhill.
F-G. Continue downhill to reach an old laneway in the townland of Carew where you turn left and, after 100m,
turn right again. Crossing a number of watercourses and a stream, you exit on a tarred surface and turn left.
G-A. After only 100m the loop turns right onto a laneway and through the townland of Gortatooda. At the
end of the laneway, you cross a stile and traverse a field to reach the Church Bog project mentioned at B above.
Exit via the wooden gate, turn left and enjoy the remaining 300m back to the trailhead.

Silvermines. Continue along the R499 for approx 8km into the village
of Silvermines. From Nenagh, Silvermines Village can be reached by
travelling south for approximately 10km along the R497/R500 regional
roads. Once in the village, pass through the crossroads in the centre and turn right after 200m onto a narrow
minor road. Follow this road for 2km, passing a car park and viewing point. Continue for another 1km to reach
the entrance to Knockanroe Woods (on your right). The Trailhead is signposted from Silvermines Village.
A-B. Starting from the car park, enter Knockanroe Woods via the metal barrier and follow the purple arrows
along the forestry road. Note that the first stage of the loop overlaps with the long-distance Slieve Felim Way
- marked with the familiar yellow arrows and walking man symbol. After 200m, turn left at a crossroads. Just
200m after turning left, the loop passes wooden steps on the right – where the loop rejoins on the return
journey. For now, continue straight.
B-C. Continue to follow the purple arrows (and the yellow arrows of the Slieve Felim Way) for almost 1km
to reach a Y-junction where you veer right – and leave the Slieve Felim Way.
C-D. After ascending along a forestry road for 1km, the terrain changes to a ‘green’ track as the loop enters
trees. Continue to ascend
through forestry to exit at two
wooden pillars. Turn right and
join a sandy track.
D-B. After 200m along the
sandy roadway you take the
last steep ascent from where
there are spectacular views
of the Silvermines area and
Keeper Hill. On the descent,
the loop veers right at two
Y-junctions, enters a forested
section and, after a short flat
section, turns left to descend
along a narrow walking track
to reach the wooden steps
mentioned earlier.
B-A. Turn left and shortly
afterwards turn right at the
crossroads – from there it
is only 200m back to the
trailhead.

9. BIRCHHILL LOOP

7. EAMONN A CHNOIC LOOP
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Start from the town of Thurles, Exit 6 from the M8 Motorway from Dublin to Cork. Take the R498 (signposted
Nenagh) for 2.5km to reach a junction with the R503 (signposted Limerick). Follow the R503 for 11km to reach
the Trailhead at Dempsey’s pub on your right. The village of Upperchurch is just 2km further – watch out for the
crossroads with a stone nameplate. Turn right and travel 500m to enter the picturesque village.
A-B. With your back to Dempseys Pub, turn right and follow the surfaced road to reach an old laneway on
your right. Follow this laneway for 100m to rejoin a surfaced roadway and trun right. Almost immediately
watch for a gateway into the Blessed Well on your right - turn right and enter the Blessed Well area.
B-C. From the back of the Blessed Well area, cross the stile and follow the arrows uphill to the walls of an old
church/graveyard. Turn right and follow the purple arrows as the loop zig-zags its way through fields to enter
forestry.
C-D. Follow the purple arrows through the forestry section and into open fields atop Birchhill. After passing
through some fields the loop exits onto a sandy roadway and turns left. Only 30m later you reach a 4-way
junction where you turn right.
D-E. The loop now follows a forestry road for 300m before making its way through a mix of forestry and
newly planted sections of birch. After approximately 1km (20min) you exit forestry into a field. Follow the
purple arrows around the edge of the field to exit onto roadway at a memorial to John Burke.
E-F. The loop follows a surfaced roadway for almost 1km through Knockane before turning right and
entering a field. Following field boundaries the loop descends to reach an old roadway at Rossoulty. Here it
turns left and, after
only 200m,
Trailhead
68turns left again into another field. From here the loop climbs to reach a stile
and then sweeps right to reach an old cart road from where it descends to exit onto surfaced road.
68 the surfaced road for 800m to regain the Blessed Well (on your left). Pass the well
F-A. Turn left Loop
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These loops explore an area associated with Red Hugh O’Donnell – the last Chieftain of Tir Conaill (County
Donegal). Born in 1572, Red Hugh is famed for his imprisonment in Dublin Castle in 1587 and escape attempts
in 1591 and 1592. He was defeated at the Battle of Kinsale in 1601, having led his army along the entire
length of Ireland to meet his Spanish allies. Retrace his journey up and around the hill of Knockalough. The
loops are marked using purple arrows for the longer 6km loop, and green for the shorter 4km loop.

Distance: 7km
Time: 2 – 2hrs 30 mins
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5. GRANGE CRAG LOOP
The walker can avail of either a 3km (green arrows) or a 6km (purple arrows) from the trailhead.
The entrance to both brings walkers up into the forest, past the very interesting ‘ice-house’ structure.
Follow the path clockwise to a viewing point directly above the village. From here Kilcooly Abbey and
the surrounding countryside as far as the Devils Bit Mountain in the west can be viewed.

Directions to trailhead

From Thurles, the trailhead is approximately 22km. Take the N75 east from Thurles for about 7km.
At Two Mile Borris, turn left onto the R639. Remain on this road for about 6km, before turning right towards
the village of Gortnahoe. Go through Gortnahoe and follow signs for Grange village for a further 5km.
At Grange, the trailhead is located at Hogan’s Pub.
A-B. With your back to Hogans Pub, turn left and follow the purple (and green) arrows along the surfaced
road. The green arrows are for the shorter Grange Loop. Walk for 500m to reach the entrance to Grangecrag
Woods on your right. Turn right here.
B-C. Follow the woodland track for 300m to reach the site of an icehouse where you veer left. After another
200m you reach a 3-way junction - turn right here, still following the purple and green arrows. Continue to
ascend along the forest road to reach a 3-way junction where the green loop turns right onto
a grassy trail and back towards the village. The purple route turns left.
C-D. Continue to follow the forestry road as it gently ascends for more than 1km to reach a T-junction
where you turn right.
D-E. After 300m you reach a junction with a track on the left which takes you uphill to
reach the Tower. Continue to follow the purple arrows along the forest road - some
fine views of the surrounding countryside open up on your right before you reach
a junction at a surfaced road. Do not exit - instead veer right onto the forestry
road.
E-F. Follow this road for about 500m to its conclusion where the loop
veers left and crosses open ground to reach mature broadleaf woodland.
Shortly after entering the woodland the loop turns right and descends
along a stream to exit onto a ‘green’ track where it rejoins the green loop
and turns left.
F-G. Continue to follow the green and purple arrows along the
woodland track for almost 1km to reach a surfaced road.
Turn right and downhill here.
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Directions to trailhead

8. KNOCKALOUGH
AND RED HUGH LOOPS

Start from the town of Thurles, Exit 6 from the M8 Motorway from Dublin to Cork. Take the R498 (signposted
Nenagh) for 2.5km to reach a junction with the R503 (signposted Limerick). Follow the R503 for 13km to reach
a crossroads with a stone nameplate Upperchurch. The village is to the right (just 300m) – well worth a visit.
To reach the trailhead, however, you should turn left and travel 500m to reach a forestry entrance on your right.
A-B. Starting from the forestry entrance, cross the road and climb the stile, following the purple (and green)
arrows. The green arrows are for the shorter Red Hugh Loop. The first section of the loop takes you through
some fields to exit at a surfaced road where you turn left. Follow the surfaced road to reach the entrance
to a farmyard on your right - turn right here.
B-C. Follow the sandy laneway keeping to the right of the shed and continue for about 600m to reach a
gateway on your left where you enter a field and ascend. At the top of the field turn right and follow the
green hedge to join a wire fence where you turn left and climb again. After 100m (at metal gates) you turn
right - crossing a stile and joining a tractor trail alongside forestry. Follow the tractor trail and wire fence
to reach a stile entrance to the forestry. The loops split at this point. For the longer Knockalough Loop, the
trail ascends steeply by the edge of the forestry to exit onto an old forest laneway where you turn right
(downhill). For the shorter loop, continue straight by the following the green arrows, passing through the
metal gate and uphill to join a forestry road (and rejoin the purple loop for the return to the trailhead).
C-D. Follow this laneway around the edge of forestry to reach a T-junction with a forestry road where
you turn left and, after 100m, right to begin the downhill trek to the trailhead.
D-A. Continue to follow the forestry road downhill (picking up the green loop at a right bend) and on
to reach the trailhead.
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10. LOCH DHOIRE
BHILE LOOP
The Loch Dhoire Bhile loop is a further development of a heritage, angling and conservation project
undertaken by the local community in recent years. A lake, two wetland areas and wildlife sanctuary have
been constructed on 70 acres of land previopusly used by Bord na Mona for milled peat production. The
natural beauty of the place, nestling under the Slieveardagh Hills makes it an ideal location for sanctuary for
a large selection of wildlife that includes birds (lapwing and fieldfare), whooper swans, ducks (teal, mallard,
pintail), and wild geese. There is wheelchair access to a shorter loop of the lake and to angling facilities

Directions to trailhead

From Thurles, take the N62 south for about 6km. Take a left at the crossroads, following signs for Littleton.
You will take the R639 for a short period, before turning right in Littleton towards the village of New
Birmingham. The trailhead is signposted approximately 4.5km from Littleton or
3.5km from New Birmingham.
A-B. Starting from the car park, follow the gravel path to the edge
of the lake and turn right. Follow the gravel path around the
right side of the lake to reach a stone footbridge. Cross the
bridge and turn right.
B-C. Now follow a track along the edge of a stream
- soon you cross a simple footbridge and reach a
bog road where you turn left.
C-D. Continue along the bog road for almost
1km before turning left by a stream.
D-A. The loop follows a track along the
left edge of the stream as it travels back
towards the lake. Near the end of the loop,
turn left to rejoin the lakeshore whee you
turn right for the last 100m back to the
trailhead

